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I  Answer the following

1. Define quantum theory

2. Thermal conductivity

3. Heat exchanger

4. Define emissivity

5. Fourier law

6. Define Stefan Boltzmann's law

7. Differentiate gray body and blackbody

8. Differentiate reflectivity and absorptivity

9. Defme Flick's law of diffusion

10. Define critical thickness

II Write short notes on any FIVE questions
•%

1. Classification of heat exchangers

2. Analogy between heat transfer and mass transfer

3. Give the application of forced convention

4. Derive the expression for heat transfer through a sphere
to

5. Differentiate steady state and quasi state flow of heat conduction

6. What do you mean by scaling of heat exchangers

7. Explain the electromagnetic spectrum

III Write short notes on any FIVE questions (5x 4=20)
1. Obtain the expression for log mean temperature difference (LMTD) equation for a

single pipe double pass counter flow heat exchanger
2. Prove that heat lost per square meter with reference to outer of a hollow cylinder

^K(T1-T2)D2 Iog(D2/Dl) whwt ii ana i > are temperatures and D1 and D2 are inner
and outer diameter



^rs,r.'.i,T.'SSc'3™ri,rsr''
a specific heat of 3 85 ki/ko-k- i<= k • i45^ in a ̂ nter flow double pipe heat^^n^u ® to

thl ^ leaving at 65^ The flow rate of ® '® '^°'
" °^si"cas Ls^r

WtoTiySon^usTS ""l""" =»""» K'l-S?wall at or below 500 W. If the thermal nnnH ^ '""ansfer rate through the
compute the required thiokl^ei onnl^S ° *Cthe wall is 38«C, and the inside wall temStle is^S® temperature of
«.^ Denve the formula for opflmum thicKnesa of lagging for a pipe of inside dianeter

temperature fl and t"^!^ m^e of'^a'^mrteh^^o^^^^ '?"®' °uter surfece
me egression for the conducted heat loss ^nductivity is K. Derive
Ro=l25mm,K=52 W/mX heat conducted out^m?h« ^ R'=75nim.inside temperature is 400"c .determine outside surla^ te^peratire^'^ '
»V. Answer ANY ONE only.
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2- A furnace wail is composed of 22cm fire brick 1
magnesja and 3mm steel plate on the outside if th^ '^onrTion brick.5cm of 85%lSm*C and the outside surface^nSra^ is
^tween the layers and calculate the heat loss K fnr fi ternperaturetea 0 ™™n<, „agn„l. .J.OevSjSnJS, '°™""


